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ABSTRACT. Let  B  be a real separable Banach space, and let  p. be a prob-

ability measure on  S(z3),   the Borel sets of B.   The characteristic functional

(Fourier transform)   <t> of  p, defined by 4>(y) = J~RexpU(y, x)\dp(x)  for  y  £ B

(the topological dual of  B), uniquely determines  p..

In order to determine   p. on   S(ß),  it suffices to obtain the value of

f„G(s) dß(s)   for every real-valued bounded continuous function   G on   B.   Hence

an inversion formula for  p. in tetms of   0 is obtained if one can uniquely deter-

mine the value of  Jp,G(s) dp(s) for all real-valued bounded continuous func-

tions   G on   S  in terms of   4> and   G.   The main efforts of this paper will be to

prove such inversion formulae of various types.

For the Orlicz space E of real sequences we establish inversion formulae

(Main Theorem II) which properly generalize the work of L. Gross and derive as

a corollary the extension of the Main Theorem of L. Gross to Ea spaces (Corol-

lary 2.2.12).

In Part I we prove a theorem (Main Theorem I) which is Banach space gener-

alization of the Main Theorem of L. Gross by reinterpreting his necessary and

sufficient conditions in terms of convergence of Gaussian measures.

Finally, in Part III we assume our Banach space to have a shrinking

Schauder basis to prove inversion formulae (Main Theorem III) which express

the measure directly in terms of   4> and   G without the use of extension of   4>   as

required in the Main Theorems I and II.    Furthermore this can be achieved with-

out using the Levy Continuity Theorem and we hope that one can use this

theorem   to obtain a direct proof of the Levy Continuity Theorem.

0.  Introduction.   Let (B, \\ ' \\ A be a real Banach space with Schauder basis

[b   \.    Let ÍB(B) denote the Borel sets of B, that is, the a-field generated by the

open   sets.   The characteristic functional (Fourier transform)  </>  of a probability

measure p on ÍB(B) defined by  cbiy) = fB exp iz'(y, x)\dpix) for y £ B    (the topo-

logical dual space of B) uniquely determines  p.
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In order to determine  p on m(B),  it suffices to obtain the value of

fBG(s)dp(s)  for every real-valued bounded continuous function  G on B.   Hence

an inversion formula for p in terms of  (b is obtained if one can uniquely deter-

mine the value of fßG(s)dpis) for all real-valued bounded continuous functions

G on B  in terms of cb and G.   The main effort of this paper will be to prove such

inversion formulae of various type for different Banach spaces B.   The Main

Theorems I, II, III give inversion formulae which express  f„Gis)dpis)  in terms of

4> and G.

In case  B   is a real separable Hilbert space the following Inversion Formula

was proved by L. Gross [7, Theorem 4].

Theorem.  Let A  be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with dense range on a real

separable Hilbert space  H.   Let p be a probability measure on  H and fit), a

positive admissible function on  (0, oo).   Let hit) be a positive function on  (0, °o)

and denote by  v the measure n ° A       where n is the canonical normal distribu-

tion on  H.    Let  cb be the characteristic functional of p and denote by  C    the

positive square root of I + t fit) AA .   Let  E     denote expectation with respect

to the canonical normal distribution.   In order for the inversion formula

(0.1)
¡H Gis)dpis)

= lim Ä(i)(det Ct)Eni(bityríjH G(/(í)x)exp[- itfit)ix, y)]djx)\    \

to hold for all real-valued bounded continuous junctions  G the following two con-

ditions are necessary and sufficient:

(0.2) /0)2trace (C~ 2AA*) —> 0    as  «—.<».

(0.3)   The measures hit)exp [- t 2||C~ 1s\\ 2/2ldpis) converge weakly to pas t -»oo.

Furthermore if (0„2) and (0.3) bold then  (0.1) also holds for any bounded measur-

able function  G which is strongly continuous almost everywhere with respect to p.

The condition (0.3) of L. Gross although valid for Hilbert space seems to

depend heavily on the symmetry structure of the space.   We reinterpret this condi-

tion for a general Banach space in terms of convergence of certain Gaussian

measures.   In terms of this reinterpretation the theorem can then be extended

to a Banach space with Schauder basis as follows.   Using the fact that

B  has a Schauder basis, we can, following ideas of J. Kuelbs [12],  imbed

B   measurably in a real separable Hilbert space //A,  whose norm is weaker than

the Banach norm  || ■ ||fi.   We then treat the probability measure p on  B   as a

probability measure on //..    This enables us to get the necessary and sufficient
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conditions for the inversion of p regarded as a measure on //A  using essentially

ideas of L. Gross [7],   However this method allows one to obtain such a formula

only for G  bounded and continuous on  H. ,  which is a proper subclass of the  G's

required.   To circumvent the problem we have to use essentially the notion of À-

family introduced by J. Kuelbs and V. Mandrekar [13], which exhibits the detailed

structure of the probability measure p on //.   which is actually supported on B.

In Part I, such an inversion formula is obtained for any Banach space with

Schauder basis.

Our initial objective in Part II is to prove a theorem which generalizes Theorem

4 of L. Gross [7] in his form.   For this purpose we will need to restrict ourselves

to Orlicz space  Ea of real sequences since in this case the form of the character-

istic functional of a Gaussian measure is known (see [13]).   We further assume

that the function   Q-i ' ) associated with E     possesses a particular property rela-

tive to one-dimensional Gaussian measures to obtain an analytic condition for the

inversion formulae and we also give a precise generalization of the main inversion

formulae of L. Gross [7, Theorem 4] to Orlicz spaces of real sequences.

Finally, in the third part we let  (B, || • || _)  be real Banach space with shrink-

ing Schauder basis  ib   1.   Since  \b   ! is shrinking, the coordinate functionals on

B  form a basis for  B , and hence we may consider B    as a Botel measurable

subset of /,   the vector space of all sequences of real numbers with topology of

coordinatewise convergence.   Also we shall let n  be the canonical normal distri-

bution on //,   so that, for each x £ //., tz(x)  is a random variable on  B , and let

PA  be the countably additive cylinder set measure on B    induced by the above

family.   Then we shall prove a theorem (Main Theorem III) which gives a class of

inversion formulae different from that of the Main Theorem I.   In Main Theorem I we

have an extension of the characteristic functional to /,   whereas in the Main

Theorem III we. have no extension of the characteristic functional.   Furthermore,

since   \b   S  is shrinking, it is possible to prove the theotem without using the Levy

Continuity Theorem and we hope that one might be able to use this theorem to

obtain a proof for the Levy Continuity Theorem.

I. INVERSION FORMULAE OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL OF A

PROBABILITY MEASURE ON BANACH SPACES WITH A SCHAUDER BASIS

1.  In this section we present for the sake of completeness some standard con-

cepts and definitions.   For further details the reader is referred to [7], [l] and [l6].

1.1.1.   Definition,   (a) Let S be a complete separable metric space and let

jÍÍ be the space of positive finite measures defined on the ff-field generated by the

open subsets of 5.   A sequence  p    of measures in M  is said to converge weakly

to a measure  p  in JR  if Jsfdp   —> fçfdp  fot every bounded continuous function

/ on 5.   We will denote this convergence by p   => p.   If ¡p : / £ (O, °°)\ is a
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family of measures in m,  then we say  p    => p as t —> oo,  if for any sequence

ii   S  approaching infinity,   p   => p.

(b) A sequence  p    of measures in JR  is said to be conditionally compact

(tight), if for every  e > 0  there exists a compact set  Ke in S  such that p (Ke) >

1 - t  for all 72.

1.1.2. Definition. Let (Í2, A, P) be a probability space and let X be a ran-

dom variable on Í2 taking values in S. Then X is said to be distributed as v if

v = P ° X~ .    A family of ^-valued random variables  ÍX : t £ (0, °°)S is said to

converge in distribution to an S-valued random variable  X  as  /  —» oo  if P °X
w -1 ■ . B l

=* P ° X       as t —> oo.   We will denote this convergence by X   —> X  as t —» oo.

The following definitions are due to I. Segal and are taken here from [7].

1.1.3. Definition.   A weak distribution on a topological linear space  L   is an

equivalence class of linear mappings  F  on the (topological) dual space  L    to

real-valued random variables on a probability space (depending on  F) where two

such mappings   F     and  F-  are equivalent if for every finite set of vectors

y j, • • • , yk  in L    the sets  \F.iyx), • • • , F¿(y^)S have the same distribution in

Euclidean space  R     for  i = 1 or 2.

1.1.4. Definition,   (a)  A weak distribution  m  on a Banach space  B   is said to

be continuous if, for any sequence(3) iy , S Ç B  ,   ||y,||   *  —>0  implies rniy A con-

verges to zero in probability.

(b) A weak distribution  m  on a topological linear space  L   is a measure if

there exists a probability measure  p defined on the ff-field  o generated by weakly

open subsets of L   such that the identity map on L    is a representative of ttz.

1.1.5. Definition. If ttz is a weak distribution on a locally convex topological

linear space L and A is a continuous linear operator on L with adjoint A , then

the weak distribution y —>7?z(A y) will be denoted by m ° A~   .

1.1.6. Definition.   A measure  p  on a locally convex topological linear space

L   is defined to be Gaussian if, for every continuous linear functional  T on  L,

T(x)  has a Gaussian distribution,   p  is called Gaussian with mean zero if, in

addition,  T(x) has mean zero for every T.

1.1.7. Remarks,  (a) One special example of a weak distribution on a real

separable Hilbert space H  is the canonical normal distribution (with variance

parameter one).   This weak distribution is that unique weak distribution which

assigns to each vector y  in H    a normally distributed random variable with mean

zero and variance   ¡|y|| ..   It follows from the preceding property that the canonical

normal distribution carries orthogonal vectors into independent random variables

[7, p. 4].   It is known that some of the theory of integration with respect to a

(3)   For y  f B*,   \\y\\   * =Sup|i|| \y(x)\  (see, e.g., [l8, p.  160]).
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measure can also be carried out with respect to a weak distribution.   For details

we refer the reader to [9] and the bibliography given there.

(b)  By Corollary 3.2 of [7],  if m  is a continuous weak distribution on a real

separable Hilbert space H  and A   is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then m ° A~     is

a measure on H.   Hence  72 ° A _     is a measure on  H  if n  is the canonical normal

distribution on H,  since in this case  n  is clearly a continuous weak distribution

on H.   We will use the same notation, namely, 72 ° A ~     for the weak distribution

72 ° A ~~    and its corresponding probability measure  p (see Definition 1.1.4).

1.1.8. Definition.   The characteristic functional (Fourier transform) of a prob-

ability measure p on the Borel subsets of a linear topological space  L   is the

function  (pi A on  L    (the topological dual of L) given by

r

(biy) =   I    exp\iiy, x)\dpix)    for each y £ L*.
«zL

We shall also need the following definition from [20, p. 190].

1.1.9. Definition.   An operator from a real separable Hilbert space H  into H,

which is linear, symmetric, nonnegative, compact, and has finite trace is called

an S-operator.

If T is an 5-operator on  //,   then it is well known that T has the representation

^o

(1.1.10) Tx=   £   K{x'en)en
n=\

where   \e   \ is some orthonormal subset of H,  X   > 0,  and  S°°_, À    < 00.
n '      n —     ' n -1     n

1.1.11. Definition of r-topology.   Let  S be the class of all S-operators.   The

r-topology on H  is the smallest locally convex topology generated by the family

of seminorms p Ax) = (Tx, x)/2  on  H  as   T varies through  X  [l8, p. 172].

1.1.12. Definition. A tame function on a real Hilbert space H is a function

of the form fix) = O(Px) where P is a finite-dimensional projection on H and $

is a Baire function on the finite-dimensional space  PH.

For such a function we denote by /      the random variable corresponding to /

as is done in [7].   It is clear that a function f on H  is a tame function if and only

if there is a finite-dimensional projection  P  on H  such that fix) - fiPx) for all

x  and such that / restricted to the finite-dimensional space PH is a Baire func-

tion.   Then we note that its expectation with respect to the canonica-1 normal dis-

tribution (with variance parameter one) is given by

E  ir)=i2n)~k/2fnu /(x)exp[-||x||2/2]¿x
n «zP H

when  the integral exists where  k  is the dimension of PH  and dx  is Lebesgue

measure on  PH.   (For further details, see [7].)
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1.1.13.   Remark.   Let H  be a real separable Hilbert space and let  \P \ be any

sequence of finite-dimensional projections converging strongly to the identity

operator.   If a complex-valued function f on H  is uniformly continuous in the

topology  r then  lim.        in Prob (/ ° P .)     exists with respect to the canonical nor-

mal distribution and equals /     [7, Theorem, p. 5].   Now if, for each /', E [if ° P )  ]

exists and if lim.^E^if ° P.)   ]  exists then, following L. Gross [8], we say that

/ is integrable with respect to the canonical normal distribution.   That is, for a

uniformly r-continuous function f on  H  which is integrable we denote

(1.1.14) E  (/") = lim F[(/° P.H.

2.   We shall study here Banach spaces with Schauder basis.   We need some

preliminary results for measures on such spaces.   We start with the following

definition from [3, p. 67].

1.2.1.  Definition.   Let  B  be a Banach space.   A Schauder basis  \b .!  in  B

is a sequence of elements of B   such that for each x  in B   there is a unique se-

quence of real numbers  ia.S, depending on x,  such that

lim
n -oo

x ->. g b
.    i  i

z = l

the series  Xe!0., a.b. is called the expansion of x  in the basis  \b .], and the co-
z -1    z  z r t

efficient a. = ß (x)  is the z'th coordinate of x  in the basis  \b .1.
i     ' i i

Throughout this part B  will denote a real Banach space with Schauder

basis  \b   S such that without loss of generality  ||è   ||„ = 1  [3, p. 68].   We will

write the expansion of x  as   S°°_, ß ix)b     and this emphasizes that the coeffi-

cients generate coordinate functionals on B.   It is clear that these coordinate

functionals are linear and it is well known that they are continuous as well [3,

p. 68].   Further it is possible to assume without loss of generality [3, Theorem 1,

p. 67]  that

(1.2.2) Sup

k

y ß (x)b
'—' '   n n

1.2.3.  Definition.   Let B   be a Banach space with Schauder basis.   Then we

say that X £ I     is adequate for B   if

(i) for all x £ B,   2°°=1 X.ß2(x) is finite;

(ii) for all x  there exists a nonnegative constant  CA such that

X A;/82(x)<Cx||*|

Here  /     denotes the space of bounded sequences.   We note at the outset that if

B   is a Hilbert space then À = (l, 1, 1, •••)  is adequate and then  CA = 1.
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1.2.4.  Remarks,  (a) For every Banach space with a Schauder basis,  X £ Ix

is adequate, since  sup    \ß (x)\ < K||x||„   [3, p. 68] and C. = S°°=. À..

(b) If B = /    (the set of sequences x = (x , x 2, • • •), with  S|x .p < 00) Q> > 2)

then  X £ I   /.is adequate with C. = II All *
PI i li

+   . p/2

If À € /     is adequate for B   then for that  À we define the inner product

oo

(1.2.5) (x, y) = £  A;/3.(x) /3Xy)        for all x, y  in  B.

z= 1

Let   ||x]|    = (x, x)/2  then   ||x||    < C   ||x||ß.   Let H    be the Hilbert space obtained

by the completion of B  under the norm   ||  |L.

Upon replacing y  by b,   in (1.2.5) we get (x, b, ) = X.ßAx).   Since  A, > 0,

jS.(x) is uniformly continuous in x  in   || ' || »-topology on B,  and since  B  is dense

in HA,  ßAA can be extended uniquely to a continuous linear functional  ßA')

on H y    Furthermore it can easily be seen that for x, y £ H.,

<*.y>«Z *nß„<*)ßM
n=l

From (1.2.2) and the fact that  ß    is a  || ' ¡.-continuous function on   B,  it

follows that   ||x||„   is a measurable function in   || • ||.-topology, and hence  B   is a

|| • ||.-measurable subset of H..    Therefore if p  is a measure on  B,  it can be re-

garded as a measure on H.   via piA) = piA C\ B) for all A  £ J5ÍH).

Let v be a Gaussian measure with mean zero on  (ß, &ÍB)).   Then by argument

similar to Lemma 2.2 of [12],  v is a Gaussian measure on //A,  and therefore there

exists a nonnegative, symmetric trace class operator (that is, an S-operator)  T

on f/A   such that

iTvx, x)H^ = jH    iy,x)2dviy)

for x £ H. ,  and that v is uniquely determined on //.   by the operator  T'  .    These

results are well known and appear, for example, in [20].   Furthermore,  T    has

the representation (1.1.10), that is,

00

(1-2.6) rv(.'i-£V..«Ä
k=l

on //.   where  ig, S is an orthonotmal sequence in /L   and  77, > 0, S,  n,  < 00.

1.2.7.  Remarks,   (a) Since   B  is separable, ,&iß) is the same as ff-field gen-

erated by the weakly open sets and the latter one is the same as a-field generated

by the field of the cylinder sets.

(b)  Since  Tv is an 5-operator,  Tffj  is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on  WA,  and

hence  72 of"'2  is a measure on H^.   But T y uniquely determines  v,  so by
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Definition 1.1.4,  v is the probability measure on  Hv corresponding to the weak

distribution 72 °T~   .

(c) Since n °T~ AB) = 1  and   ||  ||_    is   ||  ||   measurable, we  get that 72 °T~/l

is a countably additive probability measure on  B.

The following ideas are given in [l3L

1.2.8.   Definition.   If A £ Ix and  ip : t £ A \ is a family of probability measures

on B  such that

p\x£B: ¿ Xß2ix)<J = 1

for each t £ A  we say  A is sufficient for the family  ip : t £ A \.

Every  A adequate for ß   in  /^  is sufficient for any family of probability

measures on B.

1.2.9.   Definition.   A family of probability measures  ip : t £ A \ on  B   is a

A-family for some A £ 1^ if A is sufficient for  ip : t £ A\ and for every  t, <5 > 0

there is a sequence  K«rS such that

implies
1)x £B:    Y     X ß2ix) <8[> 1 - e

*~" n'   n

n = N+l )

pix£B: ] ix)b
n n

n = N + l

< ki8) \ > 1 - (f + (N)    for all t

B

where  lim,, eN = 0 and k  is a strictly increasing continuous function on  [O, 00)

with  k(0) = 0.

A family of probability measures  ip : t £ (O, oo)S on B   is said to be a A-family

as  t —> oo, if for any sequence  u   i  approaching infinity, the family  ip    : zz = 1,
n tn

2, ••• S is a A-family.

It is quite clear that any family of probability measures on a real separable

Hilbert space is a A-family with  A = (l, 1, • ■ •)  and k(8) = 8   .

For x £ B, N = 1, 2, • ■ • , we define

(V 00

*V = EßÄ   Qn*= £ ßk<*\
k=\ k=N + l

and for y  £ B , N = 1, 2, ■ • ■ ,  we define

PNyi-) = ißk(Mbk).

1.2.10.   Definition.  If ip : t £ A\ is a family of probability measures on  B

and  A e /     then we say the family of c.f.'s i¿>    ( ' ): ¿  £ A \ is A-continuous at
V . l

zero in  B    if
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(i) for every integer N  the family  í<¿    (■): Í 6  AS   are equicontinuous at

zero in PNiB  ),  and

(ii) limN Sup; limfe JN k[l - Re <b    ( • )] = 0  where

,v-fe J(-pN+k-pN^B

and  fACV, ze, ■)  is the Gaussian product measure on  (P„t, - PN)B    with each

coordinate y(¿>.), N + l<i<N+k,  Gaussian with mean zero and variance  A...

1.2.11. Lemma.   Let  B  be a Banach space with a Schauder basis and suppose

(i) X £ I   , and is adequate for B;

(ii) ip : t £ (0, oo)S  is a X-family as  t —> oo of probability measures on  B;

(iii) p   => p on H±   as  t —> oo where  p is a probability measure on  B.

I ben p   => p on  B  as  t —* oo.

Proof.   Let  \t   S  be a sequence in  (0, oo)  such that /    —> oo as 72 —► oo.   Then
« ™ ' rz

(iii) implies that p      => p  on //>,  that is,   ip    : B = 1, 2, • ■ •}  is compact on //..
in ln

Since  ip    : 72 = 1, 2, • • •!  is compact on  //.   and  PN  is continuous it follows that

ip     ° PZ  : rz = 1, 2, ••• S  is compact on H.   fot all N = 1, 2, • • • ,  which is equiv-

alent to saying  ip     ° P~   : n = 1, 2, • • •} is compact on  B   for all N - 1, 2, • • • .
tn        zv

Thus the c.f.'s  i<£ .( ' ): n = 1, 2, • • •!  are equicontinuous at zero on PNiB

^n°PN

[15, Corollary 2, p. 193]  and since

*%

<P n-Ay) = (b       (P.,y)
111   ° pA ^t       N*'Ln        N LnN

the equicontinuity at zero on  P JB   ) of \<b      ( ' ): n = 1, 2, • • •!  follows.   Hence
ln

condition (i) in Definition 1.2.10  is satisfied.   Now let  c be an arbitrary positive

number and choose a compact set  /(,  in  H ,   such that  tt,   (K ) > 1 - e/2   for 72 =
t . . . *

1, 2, ••• .   With R     denoting ze-dimensional Euclidean space, we get

JN Al - Real <p   iy)] =  f     f    (l - cos(y, x))p, Ux)£x(/V, A, ¿y)
lv'K ¡n RkJH\ ln *

<(",("„   (1 - cos(y, x))p,  (dx)ÇAN, k, dy) + e-
- JßkJKf ln A 2

Also, Fubini's Theorem and the evaluation of the integral with respect to

ÇA.N, k, •) give

K f C N+l
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W

Thus we have

oo

lim JNJl - Real <f>    (y)] < \ £ /   Ax2p    idx) + |.
■ zV+l      €

Since  K    is compact in the sequence space H.,  for each  e > 0 there exists an

N >N 0  such that  supx £K (S^ ÀJt.) < e.   This and the above inequality imply that

given  e > 0  there exists N .  such that for N > N Q

sup lim /„  , [l - Real cp    (y)] < e.

n      k ■ **

Thus condition (ii) of Definition 1.2.10 is satisfied, and hence   ici,,    ('): n = 1,
*t

2, • • • !   is A-continuous for X £ I^ adequate for B.   This together with the

assumption that  ip : t £ (0, oo)j  is a A-family as  /   —» oo  imply [13, Lemmas 2.3,

2.4] that ip    : 72 = 1, 2, ••• S is conditionally compact on B.   Hence p     => p

i" i  ■ - - - 1
on  B   since  ip    : « = 1, 2, ■ • •! is conditionally compact on B   and p     ° P7.

- 1 r
p ° P7.     for all N = 1, 2, • • •  [l, p. 35].   Since this is true for any sequence  it"   !

with <    —► oo as 72 —» oo we get p   =» p on B  as Z —► oo.

3.  Throughout this section we assume  X £ I     and adequate for B,  a Banach

space with a Schauder basis.   Suppose  /  is the space of all real sequences with

the topology of coordinatewise convergence and  PA ( ' )  is the product probability

measure on /  such that the  zth coordinate is Gaussian with mean zero and vari-

ance A. where  A = iA.S e I     as above.   If p is a probability measure on  B   then

A adequate for B   is sufficient for p.   For y £ I we define the "stochastic linear

functional" on  B   in the following manner:

N N

(y, x)% = lim£ /3.(x)y = lim £ /S/x)y ..

N   f=l N   i=l

Then as in  [13, p. 119],

1.3.1.  Lemma.   The stochastic linear functional.

N

(1.3.2) (y, x)* = Urn Y,ß{x)y.

N   !=l

z's Borel measureable on  I x B  and if F = \iy, x): (y, x)     exists and is finite],

then Px x piF) = 1.

1.3.3.  Definition.   If p is a probability measure on the Borel subsets of B

with the cf.  cb,  we define the extended characteristic functional qó   ( " )  on /

as follows:

cb   (y) = J    expiz'(y, x)   S<^p(x)       (ye/)

following [13, p. 119].
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^z
Then  (b   ( ' )  is a Borel measurable function on  /  which is defined almost

everywhere with respect to the measure  P. .   Furthermore, since each y £ B

generates the unique sequence of real numbers y    = iy(è.), • • • , yibA, ■ • •! we

may consider B    as a linear subset of /  under the J. Kampe de Feriet map [ll,

pp. 123 — 127], and hence the terminology extended cf. since,for y £ B    and x £ B,

(y, x)    = iy, x) which implies that  (biy) = cb   (y   ).

1.3.4.  Remark.   Let p be a probability measure on B   with cf.  cb;  then as

was shown earlier,  p can be regarded as a probability measure on //..   Let  if/ be

the cf. of p when  p  is regarded as a measure on H. ; then

ybiy)= f     expiz'(y, x)Sz^p(x)    for all y £ H*Ç B* Ç L

By Theorem 1 of [7, p. 7],  i/z  is uniformly r-continuous on H.,  and hence by

Theorem of [7, p. 5],  the random variable   ifi     (that is, the Gross extension of if/)

is well defined with respect to the canonical normal distribution n  on WA.   Fin-

ally from (1.3.2), the fact that  p(ß) = 1,  and Lemma 4.3 of [14] modified for this

situation, it follows that if/(y)    = q>   (y) almost everywhere with respect to P. .

4.  Let  iz be a Gaussian measure on  (B, i)(ß)) with mean zero and  X £ I

be adequate for B .  Let  T    be as described in Remark 1.2.7.   Let /(/) be a real-

valued function defined on  (0, oo)  and denote by C    the positive square root of

/ + t fit) Tv on H. .   Let p be a probability measure on (B, Js(B)),  and define

ptiA) = A- fA hit)exp[- t2\\C- ls\\2/2]dpis),       A £ »(B),

where hit) is a positive function on  (0, oo),  and

(1.4.1) at= /   ¿(£)exp[-z2||C-1s||2/2]z/p(s).

Following Gross [7], a real-valued function fit) defined on (0, oo) will be

called admissible if t fit) —» oo  as  t —» oo.   We are now ready to state and prove

the Main Theorem I.

1.4.2.  Main Theorem I.   Let

(i) B  be a Banach space with Schauder basis  \b ! and X £ I     be adequate

for  B (fixed);

(ii) p be a probability measure on  (ß, m(B)) with the cf.   cb;

(iii) fit) be a positive admissible function on  (0, oo), and hit)  be a positive

function on (0, oo);

(iv) X be a B-valued random variable distributed as  v where  v is a Gaussian

measure on  (B,Jj(B)) with mean zero and the property that  T    is positive-definite;

(v)  Y    and  Y be B-valued random variables distributed as p   and p respectively;

(vi) Ep    denote the integral with respect to  P.   072  /.
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Then for all real-valued, bounded,   || " ^„-continuous functions G on  B  the follow-

ing are equivalent:

(1.4.3)

(a) /   Gis)dpis) = lim hit)idet C¡)Ep

. l<t>*by)(fB Gifit)x)exp[-itfit)iy, xHzzV(x))}

(b) \pt: t £ (0, oo)S is a X-family as  t —» oo,

(a)    f(t)C7lX-± 0    as t  -^oc

(1.4.4)

(b)    Y t^Y as t -. oo.

Proof.   We shall first show (1.4.3) implies (1.4.4).   Let G   be a real-valued,

bounded,   || ' || „-continuous function on  B,  and observe that

EP  l<P*lty)({B Gifit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, x)*1dvix)\\

= f(fB eit(y-s)*dpis))(fB Gifit)x)e"tf{t)(y-X)K dvix)j\ dPxiy).

We note that e11^'3"1   e_z'^(')(y,x'   Gifit)x) is jointly measurable since it is a

product of a jointly measurable function of s, x and y  with a   || " || „-continuous

function of x namely Gifit)x).   Since it is bounded and all the measures are prob-

ability measures by Fubini's Theorem [19, p. 140], the Dominated Convergence

Theorem, and the definition of PA   we have

Epí(b^ity)ífB G(/(¿)x)exp[- ltf(t)(y, x)*]dvix)\\

= fDfB Gifit)x)exp[- t2\\s - fit)x\\2x/2ldvix)dpis).

Now from 1.2.7(c) and the fact that p(ß) = 1, it follows that the above is equal to

f    f     Gif(t)x)exp[-t2\\s -fit)x\\2/2]dn°T-yJx)dpis).
JH\JHK

We note that  G  is   || ' ||. -measurable (that is, measurable in the   || ' || A-topology)
X

II-
Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H..   Hence by Lemma 4.1 of [7] we have that the above equals

since the norm ||x|| „ is  || " || .-measurable and G is  || ' ¡| „-continuous; and T 2 is a

_i_ f    f    Gifit)C-lx +s - C~2s)dn o T-yAx)hit)exp[- t2\\C; ^f./Udpis).
idet C)JmxJhx t t v t        X

Again from  1.2.7 (c) and the fact that p(ß) = 1  we get that this is

-L—  f   f   Gifit)C;lx + s - C;2s)djx)hit)exp[- t2\\C-ls\\2j2ldpis).
idetC) JbJb ' l r '     "*
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We may now start with the assumption that for all real-valued, bounded,   || ' || „-co

tinuous functions   G on ß   we have

[(a)    j G(s)dpis) = lim   f [{   GifiAC-'x + s - C72s)djx)\

(1-4,5)      j • M^expt-^nc;^!!2/^^)

1(b)     ip(: t £ (0, oo)S  is a A-family as  t —* oo.

Putting G   = 1   in (1.4.5)(a)  we get

1=  lim   f   hit)exp[- t2\\C;ls\\2/2ldpis).
/—oo   Jß

Hence from definition of a    we have (1.4.6).

(1.4.6) 1 =  lim a .
/-oo

Using (1.4.6) we obtain

(1.4.7) f   Gis)dpis) =  lim   (    f   Cifit)C7lx + (/ - C72)s)dvix)du is)
tj Z—°o

for all real-valued, bounded,   ||" ¡„-continuous functions  G  on  B.   From (1.4.7),

it follows that

(1.4.8) l/oLfUfc-1)-1 *flto(j-C72)-lZn    onB     as  t

Since  G  is bounded on B   and  v  is a probability measure, the measure

G(/(/)x) zîV(x)   is a measure of bounded variation on  B,  and hence a measure of

bounded variation on H,.    Therefore by Theorem 1 of [7, p. 7] the Fourier trans-

form of Gifit)x) dvix) is uniformly r-continuous, and hence the Gross extension of

its Fourier transform is well defined [7, Theorem, p. 5].   Similarly the Gross exten-

sion of the Fourier transform (cf.) </K") of p when regarding p as a measure on

(//A, ßiH.A) is well defined.   Now from Remarks 1.3.4 and 1.2.7(c), it follows that

E0*

(1.4.9)
= E

i^y)(fB G(fit)x)exp[- itf(t)iy, x)*}djx)\\

{<AMY/h G(/(i)x)exp[- itfU)(y, x)]dn ° T~y (x)\   I.

Let  ÍP S  be a sequence of finite-dimensional projections on  Hx  converging

strongly (that is, in   || ' ||.-topology) to the identity operator.   Then using the fact

that  P 's  are continuous together with the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence

Theorem we obtain

Er> UityHfH G(fit)x)exp[- itfiÙiy, x)]dn, ° T~y ix)\\

1^/P.yr^ G(/(/)x)exp[- itfit)iP.y, x)1dn ° T~'A (X)V\.= lim E p
j-. oo A
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Now using the fact that the integral of a tame function with respect to the product

measure PA is the same as its integral with respect to the canonical normal dis-

tribution n  on H. , we get

EPx{w(X Gifit)x)exp[- itf(t)(y, x)1dn ° T;yJx)Y\

= lim Enh(tPjyr(fH G(fit)x)exp[- ,tfit)iPjy, x)1dn ° T^2(x)Vl

where by  E     we mean integral with respect to the canonical normal disttibution

72   on  //..

From Remark 1.1.13, it follows that

lim EÍif/itP.yrífH Gifit)x)exp[- itfit)iP.y, x)]dn ° T-/2 ix)\    I

= EnhityrifH   Gifit)x)exp[-itfit)iy,x)]dn°T-,VJx)\   I.

Hence from (1.4.9) we set6

U*(ty)ffß Gigit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, x)*1dvix)\\

= F   hityr (f    Gifit)x)exp[-itfiAiy, x)1dn o T-VJx)\   \.

Now from (1.4.3)(a) and the fact that   || " |L -topology is weaker than   || ' || „-topology

on  B  we obtain

f     Gis)dpis)
JHX

= lim MrXdet ^t)Enitp(ty)^(fH   Gifit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, x)]dn ° T"/2 ix)\   I

for all real-valued, bounded,   || ' || .-continuous functions  G  on H, .   Therefore by

Theorem 4 of [7] we have

1(a)    /(retrace (C"2Tv) — 0 as t -♦ ~;

(b)    the measures Mí)exp[—f   ||C~  s\\. /2ldpis)  converge weakly

to  p  on  r/A as  t —> oo.

Now (1.4.11)(a) implies [7, Corollary 3.4] that

(1.4.12) f(t)c-lX^0   on Hx    as t -» oo,

and (1.4.1 l)(b) together with (1.4.6) imply (Definition 1.1.2) that

(1.4.13) Yt^Y    on tfx    as t —> •*>.
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By the assumption, ip : / £ (0, oo)j is a A-family as t —> oo. This, together with

(1.4.13), satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2.11, and hence the conclusion of

the  lemma  which is   Y   -*» Y  on B   as Í  —> °o gives us (1.4.4)(b).

To get (1.4.4)(a) we note that, it is easy to verify using the facts that  Tp is

positive-definite (and therefore  T    has positive eigenvalues) and tf(t) —> oo  as

t —> oo,  that  C~     converges strongly to the zero operator as  t —» oo.   One need

only express   ||C     x||     in terms of an orthonormal basis in //A which diagonalizes
- 2

T .    Hence  / — C~     converges strongly to /, and clearly

(1.4.14) pix £ B: (/ - C~2)xn -» x when x^ —» x\ = 0.

From (1.4.14) and (1.4.4)(b), it follows [l, Theorem 5.5, p. 34] that

(1.4.15) il-C72)Yt^Y    on  ß     as t -» oo.

Let fit)C~lX  be distributed as  v(;  then (1.4.8) and (1.4.15) imply [l6, Theorem

2.1, p. 58] that for any sequence  t     approaching infinity,  \v    : n = 1, 2, • • •!  is
n ■ t„

conditionally compact on B.    Now by Lemma 3.1 of [13], \v    S  is a A-family for

any A £ Ioo,  adequate for B.    Since this is true for any sequence  iz"   S approaching

infinity we conclude that  {jvj t £ (0, oo)j is a A-family as Í —> oo  of probability

measures on  (B, Mb)).   From this and (1.4.12) it follows, by Lemma 1.2.11, that

fii)C7lX *>0    on ß    así-«,,

which is (1.4.4)(a).

We now proceed to the proof that (1.4.4) implies (1.4.3).   (1.4.4)(b)  implies

(Definition 1.1.2) that, for any sequence t    —» oo,  \p.    - n = 1, 2, • • •!  is compact,
+   n n

and hence it is a A-family for any  A £ Z^,  adequate for B   [13, Lemma 3-1].   Thus

ip : z £ (0, oo)5 is a A-family as  t —> oo,  hence (1.4.3)(b) holds.

Furthermore, from (1.4.4)(b), it follows that

(1.4.16) ¡a*«"1'

Let  G  be a real-valued, bounded,   || ' || „-continuous function on B,  and let

ßt = hiAidet C)EpL^ity)(fB Gifit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, *H¿*|- /ß Cis)dpis).

From (1.4.16) we get

lim ß   = lim —
/-oo /-oo      /

= lim A- hiAidet Ct)Epi(b*ity)(fB Gifit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, x)*djx)\\

Gis)dpis).I
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By the argument used to obtain (1.4.7) we have

(1.4.17) lim ß   =lim   f   f  Gifit)C-lx + il -C;2)s)dvix)dpis)-   [  Gis)dpis).
/-oo      '       /_oo JBJB l ' i JB

We note that (1.4.15) and (1.4.4)(a) imply [l6, Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1,

p. 57]  v ° (f(t)C~ l)~ 1 *p; ° (/ - C~2)-1 M> p on B   as  t —» oo,  which can equiva-

lently be written as

(1.4.18) f   f   Gifit)C;lx+ il-C~2)s)dvix)dpis)-^   f   Gis)dpis)    as«-»«

for all real-valued, bounded,   || " ¡„-continuous functions  G  on  B.   From (1.4.17)

and (1.4.18) we get lim     ^ ß. = 0 which completes the proof.

1.4.19.  Remark.   We note that in order to obtain the above Inversion Formulae

we used the facts that B   is a Banach space with a basis for which there exists

an adequate A £ I   .   In view of this and condition (1.2.2) we obtain that every

measurable subset of ß   is a measurable subset of the associated Hilbert space

//A.   We shall now consider Inversion Formulae which give exact generalizations

of the formulae due to Gross [7].   The spaces for which this can be done are  E

spaces recently studied in [l3L   For these spaces with Schauder basis adequacy

for À e 1K can be obtained easily but (1.2.2) is not valid in general.   However,

it is known [l3, §7]  that each measurable subset of  Ea is a measurable subset of Hy

II. INVERSION FORMULA FOR ORLICZ SPACES OF REAL SEQUENCES

1.  We introduce the definition of the Orlicz space  E    following [13, §6].

Let  ojs) be a convex function on [0, oo) such that  a(0) = 0,   a(s) > 0 for

s > 0.   Further, assume

(2.1.1) a(2s) <Ma(s)

for all s > 0 and some M < oo.

We define  F _ as the space of all real sequences satisfying  2°°_.  c(x.) < oo.

Let r(s) = ais  ), and for any sequence  x = \x .j of real- numbers define

/      OO OO }

Wlr=sup ¡Z 1*^.1: X>(|y.|)<l(
y      I 1=1 z=l \

where  A is the complementary function of T in the sense of Young [21, p. 77].

Then by Theorem 6.3 of [13], the space  (F a, \\ • ||   ) is homeomorphically isometric

to Orlicz space Sr [2l].   It is a Banach space under   || ' || _ and possesses Schauder

basis  \b   ! where  b     is the vector with one as the 72th coordinate and other coor-
n n

dinates zero.

Following [13], we shall denote by Ea the Hilbert space   /-   or an  F     space

where   a( • ) satisfies (2.1.1).   We assume that  ac( " ),  the complementary function
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of cl( • ) in the sense of Young, satisfy (2.1.1).   Notice that if  £    = /-  then a

natural choice for the function   a is   a (s) = s.   Hence   a. (s) = 0  on  [0, l]  but

a (s) = oo for s > 1.   Thus  a ( ■ ) does not satisfy (2.1.1) when E a = /- and this

is a special case which is easily handled.

We will let S  , S       denote the Orlicz spaces given by   a( • )  and   a (•), re-
c c

spectively.   Then the dual space of Sa can be identified as  S     ,   and since   o. ( • )

also satisfies (2.1.1), except when  E a= 12,  it follows that the dual of S a    is S

[21, p. 150].   In view of Young's Inequality we obtain that  X £ S a     is adequate

for Ea.

For each vector A = (Xx, X2, • ■ ■) £ Sa     we define the space  /YA   as all

sequences x = (x   , x   , - • • )  such that 2°!.,   Ax   < 00.   Then  //A   is a Hilbert space

with   ||x||. = (2°!.    A.X.K2  and the inner product (x, y) = S°°_    A.x.y ..    In the

special case  Ea= I.   we have S a   = ¡^ and for simplicity we take A = (l, 1, • • •).

Then zVA = /-  and we shall assume without loss of generality that  cl(s) = s.

The following lemma is proved in [13, p. 136].

2.1.2. Lemma.   E a is a Borel subset of H.   for each  X £ S     .    Furthermore,

every Borel subset of E ais a Borel subset of H..

We note that from Lemma 2.1.2, every probability measure p on £ can be

regarded as a probability measure on H. . Furthermore every countably additive

measure on WA is countably additive on  £¿

We use the fact that every linear operator on F     into   £     can be represented

as an infinite-dimensional matrix to give the following definition.

2.1.3. Definition.   A linear operator from  Ea into  £     is an   a-operator if the

matrix of the operator, \t.\, is symmetric, nonnegative-definite with S._. a(/..) < 00.

2.1.4.  Lemma.   Let  T be an infinite-dimensional matrix \t. \ such that   T is

symmetric, nonnegative-definite and  S°°=.  a(t..) < 00.  Then T defined for y £ Ea, by

(Ty),=£VUO
7=1

is an a-operator on  Eainto  E a.

Proof.   Here  \b   S is the basis for £„ mentioned earlier.   Clearly  T  is linear,
n a / '

and the proof will be completed as soon as we show  T  is well defined, that is,

Ty  £ E     for each y  £ E    .   Since   T  is symmetric, nonnegative-definite, it follows that

00 -o OO

7 = 1 7 = 1 7 = 1
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By assumption S°l, a[itvA2] = S00., a(t. ) is finite, hence  \tVl.\ £ £ .    But

y £ £*, \tfJi £ Ea imply [21, Theorem 3, p. 82],  that Tl1 tV2.\y(b)\ = A < oo.

Hence   |(Ty).| < A fH..   Since  a( • ) is increasing we get  a(|(Ty)¿| 2) < ci(A 2t.. ).

Now using the fact that   a( • )  satisfies (2.1.1), for some  k  finite,   a(A   t.) <

Mfea(r..).   Therefore
zz

£a(|(Ty).|2)<^Xa(i;J<oo,

i=l z=l

which implies that Ty £ E a,  and hence the proof is completed.

We know (Lemma 2.1.2) that E a is a Borel subset of BA  and the  || ' |L-topology

is stronger than   || ' ||A-topology on  £ a.   Hence it follows that  H.  is a subset of

E a.   We now identify //.  with  H.   and prove the following lemma.

2.1.5. Lemma.   Every   a-operator  T on  E     is a trace class operator on  H..

Proof.   Since  T is an a-operator on  £a we get  S°l.  a(t..) < oo   which implies

Í/..I £ S a,  and since  A = i A. S £ S a    it foil ows [21, Theorem 3, p. 82] that

2°!., X.t.. is finite.   Observe that  trace,,    T = X°°_, A.Z..,  which is finite, hence
z-1     i   n H. z -1     z   zz ' '

T  is a trace class operator on H. .

2.1.6. Remark.   Let  T be an a-operator on  £     corresponding to a Gaussian

measure v on  E     [13, Theorem 5.2].   Then  T  is a nonnegative, symmetric trace-

class operator on H.   (Lemma 2.1.5).   Hence  T 2  is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on

/7A and this implies (Remark 1.1.7(b)),   v = n °T~ /2  is a probability measure on

HA   where 72  is the canonical normal distribution on //..    Furthermore the form of

the c.f.'s of zz °T"      and v [13, Theorem 5.2]  gives that the probability measure

72 °T~/2  is countably additive on (£a, jj(E J).

2.  In this section we prove a theorem which gives a class of inversion formulae

for a probability measure on the space   £a extending some work of L. Gross in [7].

Let  P\(') be the product probability measure on /,  the space of all real

sequences with topology of coordinate convergence, such that the zth coordinate is

Gaussian with mean zero and variance  A. where  A = iA.!e50   .    Each Ae Sa

adequate for £a and for y £ I we define the "stochastic linear functional" on

E a in the following manner:

¡V

(2.2.1) (y.^^jylvi
N    z=l

The stochastic   linear functional  (y, x)    = lim., S. _, x y .  is Borel measurable

on  l x E a and  P.    x pi(y, x): (y, x)      exists and is finite! = 1.

Now let  T be an a-operator on  E a,  then by Lemma 2.1.5,  T is a trace class

operator on //A.   Denote by  C    the positive square root of / + / /(•/) T   on  BA
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where fit) is a positive admissible function on  (0, oo) [17, Theorem, p. 265].   Let

p be a probability measure on  (F a, j3(£a)),  and define

PiU) = -1-J^ hit)exp[-t2\\C;1s\\2x/2ldpis),       A £%E0),

where hit) is a positive function on  (0, oo),  and

a ,=  f    hit)exp[-t2\\c;1s\\2/2ldpis).
t      J Ea *

From Main Theorem I, we obtain

2.2.2.  Main Theorem II.   Let

(i)  E a be as in  §2.2 and X £ S a   ;

(ii) p be a probability measure on  (£ a, .»(£ a)) tfz'z/z c./.   çS;

(iii) /(z) ¿e a positive admissible function on  (0, oo), and hit) be a positive

function on  (0, oo);

(iv)  T be a positive-definite ct-operator on  E  ;

(v) X  be an E  -valued random variable distributed as  v = n ° T~     where  n

is the canonical normal distribution on H. ;

(vi)  Y    and  Y  be E ¿valued random variables distributed as  p   and p

respectively;

(vii) £„    denote the integral with respect to  Px  on  I.

Then for all real-valued, bounded,   || ' ||  -continuous functions  G on E a the

following are equivalent:

l)     j    Gis)dpis) =lim hit)idetC)H  Ep

(2.2.3)   J .  U*ity)(fE   Gifit)x)exp[- itfiAiy, x)*]dvix)\\

(b)    ip : t £ (0, oo)S is a X-family as t —» oo,

(2.2.4)

(a) fit)C-lX ^»0    as  t ^ oo

(b) Yf2* Y as t -> oo.

We now put another condition on   a,  and prove the following lemma to reduce

(2.2.4)(a) in the form similar to that of L. Gross [7, (10), p. 36].

2.2.5. Lemma.  Let

(i) £ a be as in §2.2 and X £ S     ;

(ii) T be a positive a-operator on  E   ;

(iii) X  be distributed as  v = n °T        where  n is the canonical normal dis-

tribution on  Hx.
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(iv) Assume further that there exists a constant  C such that

(2-2.6) /_+~ aiu2)dpiu) < Ca[f_+~ u2dpiu)\

for all Gaussian measures p en  i- oo, + oo) with mean zero.

Then the following are equivalent:

(2.2.7) fit)C~lX ®   0 as t

(2.2.8) Z   a(/(z)2(C-2r)..) ^0    as  t -> oo

1=1

where (C'2T).. = iC72T b ., b)„  .
/ zz / i       i Hx

Proof.   We shall first prove that (2.2.7) implies (2.2.8).   Let ÍZ   S be a sequence

in  (0, oo)  such that  Z    —> oo  as zz —» oo.   Let f(t )C~~   X  be disttibuted as v    ,
n n     tn in

then V      is defined on  (E   , &ÍE  )) and by (2.2.7),  \v    : n = 1, 2, •••!   converges
ln ln

weakly on  E „ to <5_.   Since  E _ is a Borel subset of H,,   ii^,   : zz = 1, 2, • • • S can
* a u ^ a z w

be regarded as probability measures on  H. ,  and since topology of Hx  is weaker

than that of E a,  v      converges weakly on Hx  to SQ.   Hence  f      =» O-   on f/A  as

zz —» oo  implies [7, Theorem 2, p. 8]  that

oo

(2.2.9) E  ^„WC-^ry = trace     (/(zJ2C7n2T) -, 0     as^o«.

z'=l

Also, from condition (2.2.6) and the fact that  \v    S is compact on  F a we get [13,

Theorem 9.l] that for each  e > 0  there exis'ts an   V-   such that

oo

(2.2.10) Z    ^Ñ„)2Kn2T)ü)<e    for all  Zn.

z'=N0

Therefore (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) imply that, in view of the fact that A. > 0,

oo

Z aWtn)2<-Cl?T)U) - °     aS   * - ~-
z = l

For the converse,   let  ÍZ   S be a sequence in  (0, oo)  such that Z    —»oo as
n * zz

zz —> oo.   Then for sufficiently large  nQ

oo

(1.2.11) J^aifUjHCjfT).^'«,       n>nff
z'=l

For72>7Z0,   fit)C-2x  has characteristic functional exp i-/4/20nXC~2Ty, y)H  !

for y  £ H.    regarded as a Gaussian measure on  Hx   and hence, by continuity of the

characteristic functional and (2.2.11) and Lemma 5.4 of [13], exp\-lAf2it XC~ Ty, y)\,

y £ £   ,   is the characteristic functional of the Gaussian measure fit  )C'    X  on

E a.   Now Lemma 5.3 of [13] implies (2.2.7).
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2.2.12.   Corollary.  //, z'zz addition to (i)-(vii) of Theorem 2.2.2, the ¡unction

a( • ) satisfies (2.2.6)-,  then the following are equivalent:

((a)    J     Gis)dpis) = limhit)idetCt)H E¡

(2.2.13)

'•'Va

í«A*y) (¡E   Gifit)x)exp [- zz/(z)(y, xf] dv(x)\\

(b)    \pt: t £ (0, oo)j is a X-family as  t —► oo,

(2.2.14)

(a)    Ja(/(()2(c:27)..)-,0    as

j=l

Z    —» oo

(b)    Yt%Y as t —> oo.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.5, condition (2.2.14)(a) is equivalent to (2.2.4)(a), hence

the proof follows from Theorem 2.2.2.

2.2.15. Remark. In case the matrix ÍZ..S of the a-operator T is diagonal, con-

dition (2.2.14)(a) would be replaced by

(2.2.16)
z=l

Ñ)2tu

i + t2fitVt.
0     as Z

2.2.17. Definition.  If 2 < p < oo then a linear operator T from /   il/p + l/q = l)

into /    is an S  -operator if T  can be represented as an infinite symmetric, nonneg-

ative definite matrix  ÍZ..S  such that 'ÏAL, it.)í'/     is finite.   Here, by nonneeative
Z7 z-1       zz ï/O

definite, we mean that  2? ._. t..x.x. > 0  for all  (x, , x,, • • • , x  ) £ R" and all
' i,i~ 1    z;    i    j — 1        2' 72

integers 72.   Thus for p = 2, an 5--operator is an S-operator.

For p > 2,  /    is an E a space (Orlicz space) with a(s)= sp/     [21, p. 78].

Furthermore, for this  a( • ),  condition (2.2.6)  is satisfied.   The a-operators on

E   = /    are the same as 5   -operators, and Sa    = U^/A  •   Now Corollary 2.2.12

gives us the following corollary.

2.2.18. Corollary.   Let p > 2,  and let

(i) T be a positive-definite S -operator on I  ;

(ii) p be a probability measure on  (I  , .$(/)) z^z'Zè c./.  </>;

(iii) /(z) fee a positive admissible function on  (0, oo), zm/z" ¿(z)  fee fl positive

function on   (0, oo);

(iv) zv = 72 °T        where  n  is the. canonical normal distribution on //.;

(v)  E„    denote the integral with respect to  Px   on  I.

Then for all real-valued, bounded,   I -continuous (that is, continuous in  I

norm) functions G on  I    the following are equivalent:
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(2.2.19)

(2.2.20)

0     f    G(s)dp(s) = lim b(t)(det C)HEp_
ip t—»OO X

. idA'ity) U   G(/(z)x)exp[- z'z/(z)(y, x)*] du(*)\\

(b)    j|U;: / € (0, oû)|  is a \-family as  t —► oo,

(a) Z Wt)mC;2T).W2 - 0    as  t - oo
z'=l

(b) The measures  \p : Z e (0, oo)S converge weakly to p on  l    as  t —» oo.

2.2.21.  Remark,   (a) If the matrix  \t,.}  of the 5  -operator T  is diagonal, then

(2.2.20)(a) would be replaced by

t,. \P/2

(2.2.22) Z [/(')]'
z'=l

i + A[it)2t.
0    as  Z

(b) It can easily be shown that in Theorem 4 of L. Gross [7] one can, without

loss of generality, assume the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in (10) and (11) of [7, p.

36] to be diagonal.

(c) In the special case  £ a= 12 we have  Sa   = /     and for simplicity we take

A = (l, 1, • • •),  then Hx = /,.   Now using Lemma 4.3 of [14],  and the fact that

T 2  is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on ¡2  whenever T  is an S2-operator on /-,  we

get Theorem 4 of [7].

(d) From (b), it follows that, in case of Hubert space, condition (2.2.22) is

restatement of condition (10) of [7, p. 36].

III.  INVERSION FORMULAE FOR BANACH SPACES WITH A

SHRINKING SCHAUDER BASIS

1. In this part of the paper we prove inversion formulae for Banach spaces

with a Schauder basis which is shrinking.   We obtain the inversion formulae of the

form of the Main Theorem II in terms of the characteristic functional instead of its

extension and without the use of the Levy Continuity Theorem, and hope that one

might be able to use this theorem to give a proof of the Levy Continuity Theorem.

We start with the preliminaries.   Some of the concepts given below are due to

L. Gross and taken by us from his work in [6].

2. A tame (cylinder) set in a real separable Hilbert space  H  can be described

as a set of the form  C = P~ 1(E) where  P   is a finite-dimensional orthogonal pro-

jection on H with range  ÍR,   say, and E  is a Borel set in  3\.   The cylinder set

measure  v (see [6, p. 32]) associated with the canonical normal distribution is

called Gauss measute on  H,  and for the above tame set  C  we have
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lAC) = i2n)-k^2 {   e
Jtz

k/2   f    „-WI72 dx

where k  is the dimension of ÍA  and dx  is Lebesgue measure on  R,.

3.2.1.  Definition.   A seminorm   ||x||.   on H  is called a measurable seminorm

if for every real number  f > 0  there exists a finite-dimensional projection  P-  such

that for every finite-dimensional projection  P  orthogonal to   P.  we have

(3-2-2) Prob(||Px||7>f)<f

where ||Px|k denotes the random variable on the probability space (0, m) corre-

sponding to the tame function ||Px|| . and Prob refers to the probability of the in-

dicated event with respect to the probability measure 772 associated with the can-

onical normal distribution.

Observe that the condition (3.2.2) can also be written as

J\x: \\Px\\x ><&<«

where v is Gauss measure on H (see [6, p. 33])- We note that a measurable norm

is a measurable seminorm which is a norm.

3.2.3. Definition [3, p. 69].   A Schauder basis  \b !  in a Banach space  B  is

called shrinking basis for  B   if, for each  ß in B   ,  lim   __    p  iß) - 0 where

Pmiß) = norm of ß restricted to the range of x - £?_, ß {x)b . ; that is,  p   iß) =

Supi/3(x): 2™=1 ß.(x)bi = 0 and   ||x||ß < l|.

Throughout this part B  will denote a real Banach space with a shrinking

Schauder basis   \b   S such that   ||¿>   ||„ = 1.   As before we will write the expansion

of x as 2°°_. ß (x)b  , and  ||x||n = lim,    M ||Sfe_, ß (x)b   ||_.   Each X £ I* is
«-I   ~n n "    "B k — °°  "    rz-1   ~n n" B 1

adequate for B.   Let //.    denote the completion of B   under the inner product

(1.2.5) for.A e/j.

Let 72  be the canonical normal distribution on //»  into the set of all random

variables defined on B ,  that is, for each x £ //., ra(x)  is a random variable on

B    which is distributed normally with mean zero and variance    ||x||u* .   We identify

Hx with //. , hence for each x e//., 7z(x)  is a random variable on ß    distributed

normally with mean zero and variance   ||x||..

The basis elements  b 's can be considered as coordinate functionals on  B

[3, Lemma 1, p. 70].   Then n(b ) = (b ■, ') is a random variable defined on B

which is distributed normally with mean zero and variance   ||i>.|| 2 = (b ., b ) = A. .
1 "   1" \ 1      1 1

Let  PA be the cylinder set measure on the field C.  generated by tame sets of

B    induced by the above canonical normal distribution on H. .

3.2.4. Lemma.  P.   zs countably additive on C
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Proof.   Without loss of generality we assume   \\ß.\\   * = 1.   By Lemma 1 of

[3, p. 70],  \ß.\ is a basis for B*,  hence we have  ||y[|   * = limn ^ ||2*=1 b.(y)ß.\\   * .

Let   ||y||    = ||S"_j b .(y)jß.||   *   and observe that

Pxb'- b\\B* <A = Px\y:   Urn \\y\\n<A>Px]y: lim ¿  \b1iy)\<l
«-oo (       n-«j   ._x t

Let X(y) = lim E"_,|¿.(y)|,  then X  is a random variable on B    since
n —>oo      z - 11    i J    i '

EiE"_, [b .(y)]   S = S"_. A. < S00.. A. < oo,  and the series is a series of independent

random variables ([15, p. 234] and [2, Theorem 9.5.5]).   In view of the property of

Laplace transform, Theorem 6.6.2 of  [2], we observe that the distribution of X

is absolute normal with mean ^A=l E[\b .(y)\] and variance  £°1   A..   Hence the

distribution of X puts mass around zero, and therefore

(3-2.5) Pxiy: \\y\\B« <c]> PX\X < A > 0.

From the definition of H.   we see that H. = H.   is a dense subset of B ,  and  B

is the completion of Hx   in the Banach norm  || ' ||    *   on  B  .   Furthermore,   ||y||

is a tame function on Hx  and hence it is a measurable norm.

From (3.2.5) and the fact that   ||y||     is a nondecreasing sequence of measurable

norms on  H. ,  it follows that   ||y||   *   is a measurable norm on //,    [9, Corollary 4.4].

So far we have shown that   ||y||   *   is a measurable norm on  H.   and B    is the
"' "b a

completion of //.   in this norm.   Hence by Theorem 1 of [6], P     is countably addi-

tive on  £

Let x £ B, y £ B ;   then

(oo \ oo oo

Z ßiWbA = Z /3f(*¥fcf) = Z ßix^iy).
1=1 / Z=l 2=1

It follows that  ( ", x) = Xo"., ß Ax)b .( ' ) isa random variable defined on  ß    which

is distributed normally with mean zero and variance  S00,, A ß Ax) under  P..

Now let x  £ H  ,  y £ B    and define the "stochastic linear functional"  (y, x)

as follows:
N

(3.2.6) (y>*)    = lim Z/3/x)fc2(>')
N-oo   .

l- 1

A1
where as before  ß ■ is extension of  ß. to HA.   From (3.2.6) we have  (y, x)    =

y(x)  for x £ B,  y £ B*.

3.2.7.   Lemma.   The stochastic linear functional

N

(y,xf =   lim ZßXxMy)
N-oo! = 1

is Borel measurable on  B   x HA and if
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F = í(y, x): (y, x)     exists and is finite],

then  P    x p(F) = 1 where  p is a probability measure on H .

Proof.   Similar to Lemma 4.1 of [13].

Let p be a probability measure on B,  then p  can be regarded as a probability

measure on Hx.    Let  ifi be the cf. of p when  p is regarded as a probability

measure on  Hx;  then

if/iy) =  f    el(y-x)dpix)    for all y £ H*

Now if/ is a function defined on H   C B , and we would like to extend if/ to be

defined on  ß .

For each x  £ H x,  (y, x)     is defined on  B    a.e.  P.,  and is equal to y(x)

with p measure one for each y  6 //..   We call

r
J"a

¡*   z~i=„.i„ „„ u* „,„ u„„„  r     *'(y.*)"

e!(y'xr^)       (yeB*)

the extension of if/ to B .   Clearly on  //. we have /„ el dpix) =

f„  e Vp(x) = if/iy).   Since  p is actually defined on  B we have

J"    e'{y'x)~dpix) = f   ei{y-x)"dp(x)    a.e.  PA.

But (y, x)    = (y, x)  for all x e B,  y e B ,  hence

(3.2.8) /    eiiy'x)Xdpix) = J"   ei{y-x)dpix) = <p(y)    a.e.  PA

where  ci) is the cf. of p when  p  is regarded as a probability measure on  B.   Thus

cf. of a probability measure p on  B  when considered as a random variable on

B    is equal almost everywhere   PA   to the extension of the cf. of p when  p is

regarded as a probability measure on //..

3.2.9.  Remarks,   (a) Let  /  be as before.   Since  \b   S  is a shrinking basis for

B,  the coordinate functional ß  's  form a basis for B    [3, Lemma 1, p. 70].   Hence

there exists an isomorphism  U    from B    to  a Borel measurable subset of /,  say

O  [11,  §2, pp. 123—127].   Therefore  B    can be identified with a Borel measurable

subset of  /,  and hence  P.   can be   regarded   as a countably additive cylinder set

measure on  /  through'this identification.

(b)  By (a), Lemma 4.3 of [14], and the fact that  PA   sits actually on  B    we

get (/'(y)    = <biy) a.e.  P>    where  ifii ' )     is Gross extension of the uniformly T-

continuous function  if/i ' ) with respect to the canonical normal distribution n  on  Hy
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In view of the above remarks and  A £ I* being adequate for B,  the following

theorem giving inversion formulae for a probability measure on a Banach space B

with a shrinking Schauder basis follows from Main Theorem I.    It differs from the

Main Theorem I in the sense that (3.2.11)(a) is stronger than (1.4.3)(a).   This

can easily be seen since  PxiB   ) = 1  for A e /       Furthermore, we do not use the

Levy Continuity Theorem in the proof, since in this case the analogue of Lemma

1.2.11 can be obtained from Theorem 2. 1 of [4].   We hope that one might be able

to use this theorem to get a proof for the Levy Continuity Theorem in this case.

Let v, Tv , Ct, pt and a    be as in Part I.

3.2.10. Main Theorem HI.  Let

(i) B  be a Banach space with shrinking Schauder basis  \b A and X £ I.;

(ii) — (v) be as in Main Theorem I;

(vi) E„    denote the integral with respect to  P    on  B    (see Lemma 3.2.4).
A

Then ¡or all real-valued, bounded,   || ' || „-continuous functions  G on  B  the follow-

ing are equivalent:

(a) \G(s)dpis)

(3.2.11) j =  lim ¿(z)(det C)Epi(bity) (fß G(/(z)x)exp [- z'Z/(z)(y, x)]ízV(x))\

(b) ip : l £ (0, oo)S is A-family as  t —► oo.

(a) fit)C~lX £ 0    as  t -, ~

(3.2.12)
(b) Yt/Uy as t -, oo.
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